
Watertown Mayer Youth Basketball Association 

Sunday, December 14th at 7:00 

Meeting Minutes 

Attendees:  Shawn Killian, President;  Kevin Schroeder, Vice President; Tim Wabbe, Treasurer;  Randy 
Ragner, Tournament Director;  Noah Mueller, Equipment Manager: Jeremy Barnhart, K-4 coordinator 

(Minutes taken by Tim Wabbe) 

Financials:  Financial statement review by Treasurer. 

Balance in checking:  $29,597 
Coach’s Acct:      Boys $3,370 
    Girls $3,883 
7/8th grade tourney netted approximately $2,200 based on current expenses paid.  Any remaining 
expenses for the tournaments will be minimal. 
 
Outstanding bills to be paid…Rebounding machine for WMHS $5,000 (this will cover our gym rental for 
two years, not including the $250/year to community ed.)  Gym rental $250. K-4 t-shirts approx $800.  
The group estimated another $4,000 or so for tournament registrations for the travel teams. 
 

Discussion Items… 

Discussed moving to different awards for the WM tournaments.  Moving to a trophy award with inscription 
rather than a plain medal.  Jeremy B to research options.  Given a $5 budget per trophy.  Consider 1st, 
2nd, 3rd and consolation for large tournaments. 

Team pictures…Continue with scheduling a picture day primarily for K-4th grade.  Older travel teams 
would have the option to “opt out” if they don’t want to take pictures. 

Shooting Shirts/Warmup Shirts…Many communities have a consistent warm up shirt for all travel teams.  
Next years registration will include an additional fee to cover the cost of a pre-game warm up shirt rather 
than having coaches purchase different styles and having parents reimburse.  Estimate would be $15 
increase to cover the cost of the shirt. 

Coaching Shirts…All coaches should be in WM gear while coaching.  Shawn to compile a list of coaches 
that need shirts.  Tim W. to explore cost and new styles going forward. 

Complaint Policy…Discussed coaching concerns from parents as well as discussion regarding a more 
formal complaint policy for future issues.  Shawn to discuss further with any coaches on an as needed 
basis. 

Meeting adjourned at 8pm. 


